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Shown using fabrics from the line, Carousel,  
by P&B Textiles

Carousel 
Carnival Ride   Quilt by Kate Colleran
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Yardage 
Fabric A 26532 gre1  ⅓ yard 
Fabric B 26532 pin1  ⅓ yard 
Fabric C 26531 gre1  ⅝ yard 
Fabric D 26530 blab  1 ⅓ yards 
Fabric E 26530 mul1  1 ¼ yards 
Fabric F 26531 pin1  ½ yard 
Fabric G 26532 yel1  ⅓ yard 
Fabric H 26528 mul1  ⅓ yard 
Fabric I 26527 mul1  ⅔ yard 
Fabric J 26529 ora1  1 ⅔ yards 
Fabric K 26529 gre1  2 ½ yards 
Fabric L 26528 blab   2 ½ yards 
Backing 26527 mul1  4 ⅞ yards 

Cutting 
All strips are cut across the width of the fabric. 
From fabric A (26532 gre1), cut: 
(1) 6 ⅞” x 42” strip; cut into (4) 6 ⅞” squares ; cut 
each square in half on the diagonal x 1 for (8) half 
square triangles. 

From fabric B (26532 pin1), cut: 
(1) 6 ⅞” x 42” strip; cut into (6) 6 ⅞” squares ; cut 
each square in half on the diagonal x 1 for (12) 
half square triangles. 

From fabric C (26531 gre1), cut: 
(2) 7 ¼” x 42” strips; cut into (6) 7 ¼” squares ; 
cut each square in half on the diagonal x 2 for 
(24) quarter square triangles. 

From fabric D (26530 blab), cut: 
(1) 7 ¼” x 42” strip; cut into (5) 7 ¼” squares ; cut 
each square in half on the diagonal x 2 for (20) 
quarter square triangles. 

(9) 1 ½” x 42” strips- piece together and sub cut 
into (4) 1 ½” x 82” border strips. 

(8) 2 ¼” x 42” strips- piece together for binding. 

Carousel   Carnival Ride Quilt by Kate Colleran 
featuring the Carousel collection  

by P&B Textiles. 
Quilt Size: 76” x 76”

General instructions: Read through all directions 
before beginning. Sew using a ¼” seam; seam 

allowances are built into the cutting directions. All 
pieces are sewn right sides together.

From fabric E (26530 mul1), cut: 
(1) 7 ¼” x 42” strip; cut into (5) 7 ¼” squares ; cut 
each square in half on the diagonal x 2 for (20) 
quarter square triangles. 

(2) 6 ½” x 42” strips; cut into (12) 6 ½” squares. 

(5) 3 ½” x 42” strips; cut into (56) 3 ½” squares. 

From fabric F (26531 pin1), cut: 
(2) 6 ⅞” x 42” strips; cut into (12) 6 ⅞” squares ; 
cut each square in half on the diagonal x 1 for 
(24) half square triangles. 

From fabric G (26532 yel1), cut: 
(1) 6 ⅞” x 42” strip; cut into (2) 6 ⅞” squares ; cut 
each square in half on the diagonal x 1 for (4) half 
square triangles. 

From fabric H (26528 mul1), cut: 
(1) 6 ½” x 42” strip; cut into (4) 6 ½” squares. 

From fabric I (26527 mul1), cut: 
(1) 6 ½” x 42” strip; cut into (1) 6 ½” square. 

(4) 3 ½” x 42” strips; cut into (56) 3 ½” squares 
(use leftover 6 ½” strip to get all 56 squares). 

From fabric J (26529 ora1), cut: 
(4) 3 ½” x 54” strips from length of fabric. 

From fabric K (26529 gre1), cut: 
(4) 3 ½” x 82” strips from length of fabric. 

From fabric L (26528 blab), cut: 
(4) 4 ½” x 82” strips from length of fabric. 

From backing fabric (26527 mul1), cut: 
(2) 83” x 42” pieces; sew together and trim to a 
backing 83” x 83”.
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Units 
1. Sew a fabric A half square triangle to a fabric 

B half square triangle. Make 8 A/B half square 
triangle units. The units should              
measure 6 ½” square. 

2. Sew a fabric C quarter square triangle to 
fabric D quarter square triangle. Sew the 
triangle unit to a fabric F half square triangle. 
Make 8 black star point units.                     
The units should measure                                                                   
6 ½” square. 

3. Repeat step 2 with fabric C and fabric E 
quarter square triangles and fabric F half 
square triangles. Make 8 white star point 
units. The units should                           
measure 6 ½” square. 

4. Repeat step 2 with fabric C and fabric D 
quarter square triangles and fabric B half 
square triangles. Make 4 pink star point 
units.The units should                           
measure 6 ½” square. 

5. Repeat step 2 with fabric C and fabric E 
quarter square triangles and fabric G half 
square triangles. Make 4 yellow star point 
units. The units should                         
measure 6 ½” square. 

6. Repeat step 2 with fabric D and fabric E 
quarter square triangles and fabric F half 
square triangles. Make 8 border star point 
units. The units should                          
measure 6 ½” square.                                   
Set aside for the                              
checkerboard border. 

Center Square 
1. Sew a 6 ½” fabric E square to a white star 

point unit. Sew an A/B half square triangle 
unit to the other side of the star point unit. 
Make 4 rows. 

2. Sew a white star point unit to the left side of a 
6 ½” fabric H square. Sew a black star point 
unit to the other side of the square. Make 4 of 
the center row. 

3. Sew an A/B half square triangle unit to the left 
side of a black star point unit. Sew a 6 ½” 
fabric E square to the other side of the star 
point unit. Make 4 rows. 

4. Sew the rows together to make a star block. 
Make 4 star blocks.                                          
The star blocks                                                       
should measure                                                  
18 ½” square. 

5. Sew a pink star point unit on                        
top of a 6 ½” fabric E square.                                           
Sew a yellow star point unit to                       
the bottom of the fabric E square.           
Make 4 center units.  

6. Refer to the center square                     
assembly diagram. Sew a star                    
block to each side of a center                     
unit from step 5. Make 2 rows. 

7. Sew a center unit to each side of a 6 ½” 
fabric I square. Make 1 center row. Sew the 
rows together. Center square should measure 
42 ½” x 42 ½”. 

A

B

D

C

F

E

G

Note: watch 
rotation of 
the star 
point units.
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Quilt Assembly 
1. We are going to add the inner border with 

mitered corners. Center one 3 ½” x 54” fabric 
J strip on one side of the center square. Sew 
the border to the square, starting and 
stopping ¼” from each end of the square. 
Backstitch to secure the stitches. Repeat on 
the opposite side of the center square. The 
borders will extend well past the square. 
Press to borders. 

2. Repeat Step 1 to sew border strips to the top 
and to the bottom of the center square. 

Center Square Assembly Diagram 3. To sew the mitered corners, fold the square in 
half diagonally, right sides together. Carefully 
line up the borders at one corner. Line up your 
ruler along the angled edge of the square and 
across the border. Starting at the seam, draw a 
diagonal line on the border.  

4. Sew along the line, stitching to the edge of the 
border. Backstitch at the beginning to secure 
the stitches. Unfold the square and check that 
the border lays flat. Trim the seam allowance to 
¼”. Repeat on the other 3 corners. The center 
section should measure 48 ½” x 48 ½”. 

5. Sew a 3 ½” fabric E square to a 3 ½” fabric I 
square. Make 56 units. Sew 2 units together 
into a 4 patch block . Make 28 of the 4 patch 
blocks. Blocks should                              
measure 6 ½” square. 

6. Refer to the quilt assembly diagram on page 5. 
Sew 6 of the 4 patch blocks together into a 
row. Sew a border star point unit to both ends 
of the row. Make 4 borders. 

7. Sew a border to each side of the center 
section.  

8. Sew a 4 patch unit to both ends of the 2 
remaining borders. Sew to the top and bottom 
of the center section. 

9. Sew the 82” border strips of fabrics K, D and L 
together into 4 long borders. Sew the borders 
to the quilt top following the mitering 
instructions in steps 1-4. Match seams. The 
quilt top should measure 76 ½” x 76 ½”. 

10. Layer the quilt top with batting and backing; 
baste. Quilt as desired. Using the 2 ¼” wide 
fabric D binding strips, bind the edges to 
finish. 

start here
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Seams Like A Dream  Quilt Designs  
seamslikeadream.com              info@seamslikeadream.com 

Visit our website to see our whole line of patterns!

Quilt Assembly Diagram



 Carousel  Fabric collection by P& B Textiles

P&B Textiles  ◆  www.pbtex.com  ◆  800-351-9087 
45-47 Washington St., Pawtucket, RI 02860 ◆  253 W. 35th St., 11th floor. New York, NY 10001 
100% cotton  ◆ Cold wash & dry      ◆ 43”/44” ◆ Colors may vary due to printing process 
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